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Abstract: In his article "New Challenges for the Archiving of Digital Writing" Heiko Zimmermann discusses the challenges of the preservation of digital texts. In addition to the problems already at the focus of attention of digital archivists, there are elements in digital literature which need to be taken into consideration when trying to archive them. Zimmermann analyses two works of digital literature, the collaborative writing project A Million Penguins (2006 Penguins ( -2007 and Renée Tuner's She… (2008) and shows how the ontology of these texts is bound to elements of performance, to direct social interaction of writers and readers to the uniquely subjective reading process, and to real-time access to data. Zimmermann posits that these features of the digital text pose further challenges for digital archiving and libraries.
Heiko ZIMMERMANN New Challenges for the Archiving of Digital Writing
The preservation of digital literature poses a number of hitherto unseen challenges for archivists, librarians, readers, writers, publishers, and content providers. In addition to the already established challenges like changing software, there are further obstacles related to the dimensions of performance and social interaction in or via works of digital literature. As Margaret Hedstrom points out in 1995, "recording media for digital materials are vulnerable to deterioration and catastrophic loss, and even under ideal conditions they are short lived relative to traditional format materials" and she also points to the problem of the looming obsolescence in retrieval and playback technology as well as "the absence of established standards, protocols, and proven methods for preserving digital information" (<http://www.uky.edu/~kiernan/DL/hedstrom.html>). Microfilming born-digital media seems to be a way of transgressing the temporal limitations of digital data carriers-at least for some texts. However, "many types of digital objects do not have print equivalents and cannot be preserved in non-digital formats" (Hedstrom <http://www.uky.edu/~kiernan/DL/hedstrom.html>). For these media, there seem to be number of possible archiving strategies at hand, amongst them are, first, the preservation of the simplest possible digital formats that still retain the intrinsic values of the original. This can, for instance, mean the transcoding of text files into the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) or of visually more complex documents into the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) or the Portable Document Format (PDF). The second strategy is the preservation of the original hardware and software environment. Due to the rapid deterioration of hardware beyond repair, most archivists would dismiss this approach. However, if archivists want to retain publications within their original system or a compatible newer system, they will have to obviate bitrate changes by regularly copying it within the system thus refreshing the data on the respective storage device. They will also have to minimize the risk of fatal data loss by replicating the data in order have backup copies of documents. If they try to keep data within the original family of software environments, they will also have to migrate the archived texts into a version of the respective digital framework which is supported (see, e.g., Edmond <http://stateofthediscipline.acla.org/entry/archive-now>). A more promising approach to archiving digital literature is the emulation, that is, the imitation, of possibly outdated hardware systems with the help of emulation software. This would allow archivists to use digital texts within the original applications and operating systems, which are executed within these emulated hardware environments.
One of the most influential proponents of this approach is Jeff Rothenberg, who proposes the archival of digital information in software-independent form using so-called "envelopes" which do not only contain the digital media objects, the original software environment, the original operating system software and emulator specifications, but also metadata which explain and document the content and the appropriate way of retrieving, displaying, and processing the message within the envelope (see Hedstrom <http://www.uky.edu/~kiernan/DL/hedstrom.html>; Rothenberg, Avoiding, "Ensuring"). In order for this emulation solution to work over longer periods of time, a number of techniques need to be developed (see Rothenberg, Avoiding) . First, generalizable techniques for the specification of emulators need to be developed, so that they could be run on unknown future computers. These specifications should capture all attributes that are required to recreate the behavior of current and future digital documents (see Rothenberg, Avoiding) . This first point alone could pose a problem in all archiving endeavors not only because of the demanding task to develop technical protocols but also because of the form of future documents. Creative output in the future can take the shape of entirely new forms that we might not be able to imagine at the moment. The arrival of Social Web <http://www.socialweb.net/> is one example. A decade ago, hardly anybody was able to predict how the World Wide Web 2.0 would change our communication and social environment. This is not only about Social Networking Sites (SNS) like Facebook or geosocial networking applications like Grindr CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture 16.5 (2014): <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol16/iss5/7> Special Issue New Work on Electronic Literature and Cyberculture. Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción López-Varela that have led to dramatic changes in social dynamics, made away with old communication patterns, and allowed for the creation of new ones. This is also about the effect these channels have on creative processes, enabling fan-fiction to become a world best seller (e.g., Fifty Shades of Grey), enabling musicians to become successful without the filter of big labels (e.g., Arctic Monkeys or Justin Bieber), and enabling self-organization of distributed contributions to a major work of art (think of memes or about the pseudo-folklore figure Slenderman which is often called the "first great myth of the web"). As George P. Landow claims, media paradigms become quickly invisible. It is hard for us to understand inter-word spacing, for instance, as a central technique in the age of the book. If our media paradigms and techniques are hard to grasp, if they are invisible to us and taken for granted, how can we even try to imagine what the media paradigms of the future will be?
The second technique that needs to be developed in order to allow media texts to be archived in digital envelopes is a way of saving the metadata that is needed to "find, access, and recreate digital documents, so that emulation techniques can be used for preservation" (Rothenberg, Avoiding 17) . This has to be done in a human-readable form. Although it might sound like a simple task, Rothenberg illustrates the complexity of the issue: "The year is 2045, and my grandchildren (as yet unborn) are exploring the attic of my house (as yet unbought). They find a letter dated 1995 and a CD-ROM (compact disk). The letter claims that the disk contains a document that provides the key to obtaining my fortune (as yet unearned). My grandchildren are understandably excited, but they have never seen a CD before-except in old movies-and even if they can somehow find a suitable disk drive, how will they run the software necessary to interpret the information on the disk? How can they read my obsolete digital document?" (Avoiding 1). In this example, the letter added to the CD is a starting point for the possible quest to obtain Rothenberg's fortune. It is human-readable metadata, but it does not suffice to re-enact the desired document. To be able to long-term archive digital media, one will have to write very long letters explaining every detail of a document, or find some alternative feasible technique. However, in order to compose such a message, one will have to understand the technical details of a given product of culture. In the case of a Facebook conversation, for instance, the public neither knows where it is stored nor its format. According to Rothenberg, the third technique that needs to be developed is a way of encapsulating described metadata, data, and emulators in a format and a medium, that ensures their coherence and prevents their corruption. Especially when concatenated in compressed formats, the rate of possible bit rot of digital data is hard to identify and may result in the loss of the whole document. The physical deterioration of data carriers poses yet another challenge for archivists: A printed book might last for about a century or longer, a DVD for less than decade. Despite new developments in the field of optical data carriers (M-Disk), physical longevity remains an issue.
The above-discussed technical challenges are just one aspect of the problems in archiving digital literature. Having solved them might allow future generations to read governmental bulletins in then exotic formats and software environments. It will not allow them to read certain types of digital literature. In the following, I argue that inherent structures of these types of literary texts-detached from their respective technical implementation-can render them "unarchivable." Highlighting two literary texts will prove my thesis, namely She… <http://www.fudgethefacts.com/she_/she.html> by Renée Turner and A Million Penguins <http://www.amillionpenguins.com> written collaboratively by thousands of contributors. In order to describe the structures of these texts, I am using Espen J. Aarseth's texton-scripton model in an adapted form, which renders it productive for the classification of authorship of digital literature (see 62-65). Underlying Aarseth's original model is the idea that there are two sides of digital texts, the "text" and the "script." The elements of the text, the "textons," are projected into "scriptons" during the reading process. The order in which the textons are invoked is determined by the "traversal function," which is an element of the text. This function has seven dimensions with several possible variables, amongst them the so-called "user function." Users can read a work of digital literature either "textonically," adding, modifying, or deleting textons; "configuratively," configuring Turner's She… is a literary mashup, which combines articles from news websites with videos on YouTube and fictional text vignettes. This is achieved by embedding articles and videos into the we site of She… via so-called "inline frames other web sites as independent media documents by episodes from the lives of seven more or less famous women as well as their proposed self perception in selected formative mome ron Stone, and Diana, Princess of Wales. The news texts contextualize the given situations of the characters, whereas the YouTube videos and links to the image search engine of Google create a fee ing of verisimilitude. The article in the Guardian refers to a YouTube the page. Barnes's text also reports about the luxury goods all advertisements featuring the act this can be found in the third inline frame, which contains the article na" published by BBC News on 29 here we go again," which directs the reader to the next scripton about the character. Obviously, the project has little control o lustrated best using other screenshots New Work on Electronic Literature and Cyberculture. Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción the projection of the textons into scriptons; and "exploratively" or "unspecifically," when interpreting the text or sounding it out in order to determine its size and qualities, for example. is a literary mashup, which combines articles from news websites with videos on and fictional text vignettes. This is achieved by embedding articles and videos into the we inline frames," html elements which allow for the display other web sites as independent media documents within another web site. The core of by episodes from the lives of seven more or less famous women as well as their proposed self moments of their lives. Among these women are Hillary Clinton and Diana, Princess of Wales. The news texts contextualize the given situations of the videos and links to the image search engine of Google create a fee
Turner's She…. Copyright does not apply.
1 shows an example of the setup of Turner's text. The scripton "Sharon Sharon Stone says earthquake in China could have been karma." This scripton is the result not only of the underlying texton on Turner's web site but also of three further textons whose proje edded in inline frames within the text. The first frame contains a Guardian May 2008 about the Chinese reactions to Stone's, presumably inconsi comment about the Sichuan earthquake and the Tibet policy of the People's Republic of China.
refers to a YouTube video that can be found in the second inline frame on reports about the luxury goods producer Christian Dior, who had removed all advertisements featuring the actress from their billboards in Beijing. Additional information about this can be found in the third inline frame, which contains the article "Dior Drops Sharon Stone in Ch 29 2008. Next to this inline frame, there is the linked text which directs the reader to the next scripton-an entirely fictional text vignette , the project has little control over the embedded media texts. This is i lustrated best using other screenshots (figures 2 and 3):
: Football manager Calmund in a geo-targeted video advertisement in the scripton "Diana page 4 of 10 > . Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción López-Varela when they are just for example. is a literary mashup, which combines articles from news websites with videos on and fictional text vignettes. This is achieved by embedding articles and videos into the webdisplay of content from The core of She… is formed by episodes from the lives of seven more or less famous women as well as their proposed selfthese women are Hillary Clinton, Shaand Diana, Princess of Wales. The news texts contextualize the given situations of the videos and links to the image search engine of Google create a feelSharon" contains the This scripton is the result site but also of three further textons whose projecGuardian article by s, presumably inconsids Republic of China. can be found in the second inline frame on producer Christian Dior, who had removed from their billboards in Beijing. Additional information about Dior Drops Sharon Stone in Chi-2008. Next to this inline frame, there is the linked text "Oh God, an entirely fictional text vignette ver the embedded media texts. This is il- By embedding articles from news websites, YouTube videos and Google image search results, the text is rendered uncontrollable by the publisher of displayed advertisements are subject to rapid change, which means that the project becomes unstable and fluent. Moreover, the technical framework is also in a constant process of change. YouTube, for instance, does not allow the embedding of its videos in inline frames any longer and tries to control this by running a JavaScript on their websites. This results in a traversion through marked by being led to YouTube error pages if the reader does not cl browser quickly enough or has disabled JavaScript from the beginning. All these problems were antic pated by the author. Turner writes in a project description that existing online material and re-narrate through them. Of course, this also makes the work vulnerable, as webpages can be removed and u of 404 messages" (<http://www.fudgethefacts.com/she_/she.html This means that the corrosion of the project and the loss of authorial control are conceptual and, thus, an inherent element of the project. Important is not that parts of the scripton news websites, but that they are embedded in their live version line files. The power over these scriptons lies in the hands of the respective content providers. The power also lies in the hands of the reader, who can rea jection of the textons into scriptons, Rekonfigurationen 21, 148-52). In traditional, easily archivable texts, the textual action space that act textonically, draft ture, this is different, as recent in literature have shown (see Zimmermann, textonic authors, create the text or parts of it rather late in the continuum of production and rece tion, this leads to a number of problems, amongst them, problems of archivability (248 this more graspable: The reader could, for example, browse through the material in the inline frames and potentially end up reading the current weather forecast instead of continuing his or her traversion with one of the text vignettes about the women (see of the web sites creates different reading experiences for every reader. During my reading, for i stance, I had to watch a video commercial featuring German football manager Reiner Calmund, who recommended me to use his allegedly favorite aviation price comparison web last minutes in the life of Lady Di ( in my case a macabre one.
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embedding articles from news websites, YouTube videos and Google image search results, the text is rendered uncontrollable by the publisher of She…. Layout, surrounding content elements and displayed advertisements are subject to rapid change, which means that the project becomes unstable and fluent. Moreover, the technical framework is also in a constant process of change. YouTube, for s not allow the embedding of its videos in inline frames any longer and tries to control this by running a JavaScript on their websites. This results in a traversion through marked by being led to YouTube error pages if the reader does not click the stop button of his or her browser quickly enough or has disabled JavaScript from the beginning. All these problems were antic writes in a project description that "it was fascinating to work with pre narrate through them. Of course, this also makes the work vulnerable, as webpages can be removed and urls changed … The piece will collapse irretrievably into a collection http://www.fudgethefacts.com/she_/she.html>). means that the corrosion of the project and the loss of authorial control are conceptual and, thus, an inherent element of the project. Important is not that parts of the scripton's origin but that they are embedded in their live version-not as quotes, screenshots line files. The power over these scriptons lies in the hands of the respective content providers. The power also lies in the hands of the reader, who can read the text configuratively, configuring the pr jection of the textons into scriptons, or can even become a "textonic author" (see 52). In traditional, easily archivable texts, "authors" are the only agents in al action space that act textonically, draft, and write the text. In many works of digital liter ture, this is different, as recent in-depth analyses of textual action spaces of several works of dig Zimmermann, Rekonfigurationen). Agents who act textonically, the textonic authors, create the text or parts of it rather late in the continuum of production and rece tion, this leads to a number of problems, amongst them, problems of archivability (248 is more graspable: The reader could, for example, browse through the material in the inline frames and potentially end up reading the current weather forecast instead of continuing his or her traversion vignettes about the women (see Figure 4) . Moreover, the dynamic programming sites creates different reading experiences for every reader. During my reading, for i stance, I had to watch a video commercial featuring German football manager Reiner Calmund, who use his allegedly favorite aviation price comparison web site before watching the last minutes in the life of Lady Di (see Figure 2) . At times, this can leave a rather specific impression page 5 of 10 > . Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción López-Varela embedding articles from news websites, YouTube videos and Google image search results, the . Layout, surrounding content elements and displayed advertisements are subject to rapid change, which means that the project becomes unstable and fluent. Moreover, the technical framework is also in a constant process of change. YouTube, for s not allow the embedding of its videos in inline frames any longer and tries to control this by running a JavaScript on their websites. This results in a traversion through She… which is ick the stop button of his or her browser quickly enough or has disabled JavaScript from the beginning. All these problems were anticit was fascinating to work with prenarrate through them. Of course, this also makes the work vulnerable, he piece will collapse irretrievably into a collection means that the corrosion of the project and the loss of authorial control are conceptual and, s origin come from not as quotes, screenshots, or offline files. The power over these scriptons lies in the hands of the respective content providers. The , configuring the prosee Zimmermann, are the only agents in and write the text. In many works of digital literadepth analyses of textual action spaces of several works of digital act textonically, the textonic authors, create the text or parts of it rather late in the continuum of production and reception, this leads to a number of problems, amongst them, problems of archivability (248-55). To make is more graspable: The reader could, for example, browse through the material in the inline frames and potentially end up reading the current weather forecast instead of continuing his or her traversion 4). Moreover, the dynamic programming sites creates different reading experiences for every reader. During my reading, for instance, I had to watch a video commercial featuring German football manager Reiner Calmund, who site before watching the 2). At times, this can leave a rather specific impression- This influence of content providers and readers lead purposes: where does Turner's mash tual boundaries? If one wanted to archive this project, notwithstanding the technological hindrances of long-term archiving described above, one could do this chive. However, this way of archiving would neglect intrinsic literary qualities of the text. It would lose the dependence of the text on the reader, the cont ness-all these are conceptual parts of A Million Penguins was a huge fort University, Leicester. It existed in the form of a Wiki to which hundreds of people contributed text within the active project time of about one year. From ple registered to edit the wiki novel. They created more than a thousand pages in Language (html) and edited them. In total, more than 11,000 edits took place wit ject time (see Mason and Thomas 4). The speed and the amount of editing only characteristic features of the novel its of a given page, talk/comment pages allowing communication about the c ment of a given page, and the user pages. All of these were used quite actively, so that one cannot say that the front pages, the pages that were to become a novel, are the only focus of ac influence of content providers and readers leads to a question which is relevant for archiving s mash-up of short prose start and where does it end? What are the te tual boundaries? If one wanted to archive this project, notwithstanding the technological hindrances of term archiving described above, one could do this using snapshots as is done by t However, this way of archiving would neglect intrinsic literary qualities of the text. It would lose the dependence of the text on the reader, the content providers, and the time, that is, all these are conceptual parts of She…. ) and edited them. In total, more than 11,000 edits took place within the active pr d Thomas 4). The speed and the amount of editing that took place are not the only characteristic features of the novel's design. As a Wiki, it also had history pages, tracking the e its of a given page, talk/comment pages allowing communication about the content and the develo ment of a given page, and the user pages. All of these were used quite actively, so that one cannot say that the front pages, the pages that were to become a novel, are the only focus of ac : A small part of the table of characters of A Million Penguins. Copyright does not apply. hin the active protook place are not the iki, it also had history pages, tracking the edontent and the development of a given page, and the user pages. All of these were used quite actively, so that one cannot say that the front pages, the pages that were to become a novel, are the only focus of activity:
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The term "novel" does not seem apt to describe the text, not even when reducing the focus of analytical attention to the structure and content of these pages only. Setting, plot, and characters are so chaotic that they cannot be summarized appropriately. After the closing of the project, the first section of A Million Penguins tells the story of the two fictitious authors Tony and Jim, a walrus, Artie (a humpback whale), Fred and Larry, who are mice, and Schrödinger's cat, also called Fluffy, which is both dead and alive at the same time but does not belong to Schrödinger at all but to Mark. There are also Gina, Mary, James, George, Chad, Bella, a couple of penguins, and the minister for environment, fisheries and customs, Sahra Wagenknecht. The diverse settings, for example, an internet café or the ocean, are as confounding as the list of at least 64 characters (see Figure 5) . With the exception of a number of rather secluded parts of the text, the project as such does not have a coherent plot. These parts stand out insofar as the traversal function through them uses a personal perspective since they follow a structure which lets readers choose their own adventures (Choose Your Own Adventures or CYOA). In the majority of cases, they were created by a user of the project called Nicholasjh and maintained and edited by the user Nostrum19. Indeed, these CYOA seem to be especially valuable to some readers. The novelist Kate Pullinger, a member of the project team, even goes so far as to call one of them, a feminist science fiction CYOA, "brilliant" (Mason and Thomas 7).
As with She…, the first problem for archiving efforts is to define the boundaries of the text. This is a highly problematic task for A Million Penguins, especially the distinction between text and paratext. One way of approaching this challenge of classification is by looking closer at the reader's immersion into the text. Hilary P. Dannenberg discusses immersion and suspense in conjunction with the idea of possible fictional worlds which are enacted by the reader in the reading process (36). If the reading process is immersive, the reader transcends his or her ontological boundaries and embarks on a mental journey into the fictional world of the literary text: "A narrative world is thus a mental construction that provides a place of escape and liberty for the human mind to move to beyond the framework of its true ontological spatiotemporal boundaries. The reading of fiction can thus be described as the cognitive simulation of ontological liberation" (21). A prerequisite of this ontological liberation within the immersion process is a belief in the narrative world , which explains why "anti-illusionist fictions have never succeeded in displacing immersive fictions; experimental postmodernist texts have provided more excitement for narrative theorists than for the general reader, who can, though, appreciate the thrill of a little 'soft metafiction'" (Dannenberg 22) . If A Million Penguin is immersive in this sense-and the time users spent browsing and editing the text is an indicator of thissuspense is directed not to the textons on the main pages of the project but rather to the edition process. The reader wants to know what is going to happen next-not in the novel, but within the process of trying to create it. Additionally, if Dannenberg's model of the translocation of the reader into the fictional world is correct, one would have to assume that readers would not understand the characters as fellow humans on the same ontological level but rather as rooted within the fictional or semi-fictional world of the creation of the Wiki.
If the reader's thirst for knowledge was directed towards the editing process, as claimed, this would have two consequences. First, the suspense would fade entirely after the end of the editing process as the text is not being modified any longer. Critical comments on the quality of the text, written after the end of the active project, should, therefore, be devastating. As the official report on the project enumerates, this is, indeed, the case (Mason and Thomas 1). Jordan Jack went so far as to claim that A Million Penguins was "the worst book [he had] ever read" and Douglas Rushkoff stated that "A Million Penguins looks like fun, but it's still likely to remain more a million penguins than one cohesive or coherent bird" before asserting that a novel definitely needed an author (Jack; Rushkoff qtd. in Mason and Thomas 1). Second, instead of the produced final versions, the genesis of them would entail the readers' experience of suspense. As this is indeed the case, it is plausible that the inherent core of A Million Penguins is a dynamic narration about the collaborative writing of a novel and not the result of this effort-the novel. As the "real" text is a dynamic, that is, on-going, narrative performance by CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture 16.5 (2014) : <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol16/iss5/7> Special Issue New Work on Electronic Literature and Cyberculture. Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción López-Varela authors or characters about their effort to write a novel, this text cannot be archived. If there ever was the dream of eventually printing the finished novel-as is expressed in some of the readers' comments on the weblog of Penguin and in the project itself-it would have to be discarded after the end of the project for many reasons: First, it would not be commercially exploitable as the situation of the copyright of the texts is unclear. Second, the final, static, and linear text on the main pages is too confusing and lacking structure and thus not attracting a larger reading audience. Third, there is no final linear and complete text as the project has a number of sidelines, for instance the feminist science-fiction CYOA, whose node-and-link structure cannot be properly represented on paper. Fifth and finally, the real text stages its characters like the characters in a film. Printing the text means taking a snapshot and, thereby, disposing of the very core of the text.
Such problems of archiving texts are not exclusive to digital literature. Another field is performance literature. As Christopher Grobe puts it in his "The Breath of the Poem: Confessional Print / Performance circa 1959," "performance practices are notoriously difficult to study. They leave all sorts of evidence in their wake-plans and prompts precede performance; archival and memorial traces trail it-but none of these simply is the object of study in the way that the literary text is often presumed to be" (216; emphasis original). Although the only life of performance is, according to Grobe, in the present and although it cannot be "saved, recorded, documented" (216), there is a turn to the archive, to something that can be analyzed thoroughly if there were an appropriate set of vocabulary to describe it. Peggy Phelan is convinced that, "performance is now the dominant language of contemporary life. And yet it is also true that performance is irreducibly expressive, a way of saying. If we lose the intimacy of the connection between literature and performance, we diminish something vital in and between them. Nor is it enough to consider literature as performance, although that task is always welcome. What we need is and: close readings of performances and poems, more muscular math for calculating oversound, the thing not in the words, not in the melody, not in the dance, not in the meter" (946; emphasis original). For digital literature like the two texts discussed, this "thing not in the words" is the social text, the interaction, and the performance. However, in order to be allowed to analyze such texts, there has to be some kind of archive, although it may be incapable of catching the performance and interaction aspect. At the moment, attempts at preserving texts seem to be neglected by publishers. A Million Penguins is a striking example as it is a publication of the second largest publisher in the world. It was created in collaboration with a university and stirred discussions about the future of publishing and literary collaboration worldwide. However, at the moment, it is inaccessible in its original form as a Wiki. Publishers and editors do not take the responsibility of conserving the text for future generations. The original internet domain <http://www.amillionpenguins.com> is now registered to Rethink Networks, an internet marketing company from Pennsylvania that displays advertisements and links to merchants of votive candles and marijuana seeds on the website, that, ignorant of the impact and the structure of A Million Penguins now bears the greeting "Welcome to the A Million Penguins Wikipedia."
Having looked at the examples of Turner's She… and Penguin's collaborative prose effort A Million Penguins it is obvious that the very ontology of these texts is bound to elements of performance, to direct social interaction of writers and readers, to the uniquely subjective reading process, to the introduction of the readerly technological setup (e.g., browser aesthetics) and to the real-time access to data. How could they ever be archived? If one wants to read A Million Penguins today, one has to engage in some sort of textual archaeology, browsing through incomplete snapshots of the media text on the servers of the Internet Archive. This can be a rewarding endeavor. However, it is the reward of the digger, which does not resemble the original reception experience. Using the archive, one can reconstruct the typical battle (see Simanowski 27-34) of the characters (the contributing users) over the grounds of the text which they are in the process of creating collaboratively. This is the first interim solution: Regular snapshots of such media. The problem with this approach, however, lies in the extensive accessibility of material, the capacity of storing devices and the short-term and long-term ac-CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture 16.5 (2014): <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol16/iss5/7> Special Issue New Work on Electronic Literature and Cyberculture. Ed. Maya Zalbidea, Mark C. Marino, and Asunción López-Varela cessibility of the archive. Videos on YouTube, user-adapted content, and advertisements, they all belong to the very core of the literary texts in question. There is no feasible way of capturing those features of the text. A workaround is to archive everything published on the world wide web and to make the data available for given points in time-an approach followed by the Internet Archive and one which internet pioneer Ted Nelson had incorporated already into his brainchild and docuverse Project Xanadu whose release has been postponed over and over again. However, how much hard disk space is needed to delta-save the internet regularly, and does this not pose the question of Borges's famous map that becomes so detailed that it eventually covers the landscape it depicts? Even if one could capture all this data, tagged with and sorted according to the time of the snapshot, how could one access a vastly growing number of mirrors of the whole World Wide Web? What technological setup would be necessary to project the menagerie of formats used in such archives?
Aside from static snapshots, the regular staging of important texts could be another solution. One could, for instance, use the log files on the server of the history pages of A Million Penguins to create a dynamic copy which develops as the original project had developed. Notwithstanding the missing dedication of the original publishers, such an approach would still fall short of the involvement of every reader in the creation process and, therefore, lack a foundational attraction of the text. In order to retain the intrinsic spirit, the original quality of performative collaborative texts, one could offer new instances of such texts by archiving and re-enacting the design of a given work, either as dynamic copy of the textual system or by archiving the very idea of the text in the form of a project description or a report. This approach resembles Rothenberg's idea of the envelope, as described above, but with the media object itself being void, awaiting user input and interaction. Digital literature and drama share the structural component of the transformation process: In drama, the written script is transformed into a multimedial performance on stage. In digital literature, the textons are projected onto the screen of the respective reader. Using the proposed envelope scheme for the archiving of theatrical performances would entail an inclusion of the setup of the theatre company and the architectonic features of the original theatre in the form of descriptive metadata. Indeed, this is done in scholarly editions of Shakespeare, in which the Elizabethan stage and the specifics of the theatre company are discussed in the paratext. Now and then, theaters like the Globe in London stage Shakespeare's plays in the original pronunciation and the original setup of stage, costumes, props, and actors. Something structurally similar should be possible for works of digital literature in order to enable people to experience a work in its original form. After all, the point of an archive is not to put things into a shelf and forget about them.
One could employ Maurice Halbwachs's idea of collective experience, Jan Assmann's concepts of cultural and communicative memory, or even Edmund Spenser's metaphor of memoria from The Fairy Queene with its differentiation of the active and the passive principle-of memory and remembrance (see Zimmermann, . But in the realm of digital writing, it might be more appropriate to quote Jaron Lanier, who claims that "information is alienated experience. You can think of culturally decodable information as a potential form of experience, very much as you can think of a brick resting on a ledge as storing potential energy. When the brick is prodded to fall, the energy is revealed. That is only possible because it was lifted into place at some point in the past. In the same way, stored information might cause experience to be revealed if it is prodded in the right way … But if the bits [saved on a hard disk] can potentially mean something to someone, they can only do so if they are experienced. When that happens, a commonality of culture is enacted between the storer and the retriever of the bits. Experience is the only process that can de-alienate information" (28-29) . The examples of the two pieces of digital literature shall suffice to show that we still have to find ways of putting the brick onto the ledge to allow future generations to prod it into their own experience. The disappearance of important works of digital literature from the web shortly after their initial publication is an indicator for the urgency to devise strategies and tools for the archiving of such texts.
